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1. Abstract 
 

Media processing is one of the hottest and fastest growing applications in the cloud industry 

especially for video and image processing, which makes up as much as 70% of Global VNI 

IP network traffic, and server computing resources. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) have 

been devoted to improving the computing servers’ efficiency, especially for the media 

processing, analysis, searching, and streaming related workloads. This paper introduces the 

new Advanced Vector extensions AVX-512 technology of the Intel® Xeon® Scalable 

processors and their contributions to improving the media cloud processing performance. 

This paper will also illustrate the enabling methodology of the new SIMD (Single 

Instruction Multi Data) instruction for media cloud applications including video, image, 

and further media deep learning applications.  

2. Introduction 
 

Media cloud applications and businesses have been increasing significantly in recent years. 

Video traffic will be 82% of all consumer Internet traffic in 2020 (Source: Cisco Visual Networking 

Index).  

 
Figure 1. Cisco VNI Global IP Traffic Forecast 

 

More and more media cloud applications emerging and population in recent years, such as 

video transcoding, video understanding/analysis/deep learning, surveillance, video 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-481360.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-481360.html
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searching, video broadcasting/conference, cloud gaming and artificial intelligence (AI). 

The more complicated media cloud scenarios and business requirements, the more 

challenge for the processing capabilities of the backend servers, especially when 4k/8k 

video format emerging and going mature. The 4k and 8k video format provide the better 

video quality and experience for the end users, but require significantly increased 

processing, storage, and network bandwidth resource.  

 

 
Figure 2. Media Cloud Technology and Business Evolution 

 

As the huge volume of videos are generated and uploaded/downloaded every day, how to 

process them in most efficient way is a big challenge for Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). 

In China, more than 20 media CSPs are pursuing the most efficient media cloud solution 

and platform to achieve best performance and maintain the video quality at the same time 

for better user experience as well as lower TCO. 

 

As I introduced in the paper [14], the basic media cloud processing modules are video 

transcoding, editing, feature extraction and analyze. Among of them video transcoding is 

the primary workload that consumes the most of computing resource, and becomes the 

fundamental function for other further processing. And IA SIMD (Single Instruction Multi 

Data) vectorization technology is most critical for its performance optimization. As IA 

platform evolve and upgrade generation by generation, new Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform 

introduces AVX-152 technology accordingly. In this paper, I will introduce this new AVX-

512 technology in details, demonstrate its performance characters, and the enabling and 

coding methodology, which will take advantage of the Intel® Architecture® platform to 
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meet technical challenges and achieve the excellent performance boost. This solution 

benefits for the Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) customers in the following areas: 

 Efficient video processing solution for CSP industry. 2-4x performance speedup for 

basic video encoding and transcoding, improve the media processing clusters processing 

capabilities extraordinarily. 

 High performance image processing solution for various online applications. Reduce 

the online image processing latency and bandwidth. 

 Accelerated deep learning algorithms to help eliminate the performance bottleneck in 

the new emerging CSP applications. 

3. Intel® AVX-512 Instruction Introduction 
 

Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform introduces 512-bit vector capability, which provide up to 

2x improvement in peak performance over AVX2. As I illustrated in the paper [14], SIMD 

has been widely supported at x86 processors, evolving from MMX, SSE, AVX, AVX2 to 

AVX-512 at different x86 platform generations. As shown in the following table 1, the 

vector width grows from 64b to 512b with the platform upgrade from Pentium to Intel® 

Xeon® Skylake. 

  

SIMD MMX SSE SSE2 SSE4.2 AVX AVX2 AVX-512 

Support 

Platform 

Intel® 

Pentium® 

Processor 

Intel® 

Pentium® III 

Intel® 

Pentium® 4 

Intel® 

Xeon® 

Processor 

EP 

Intel® 

Xeon® 

Processor 

E5 

Intel® 

Xeon® 

Processor 

E5- v3 

 Intel® 

Xeon® 

Scalable 

Processor  

Vector 

Width 
64b 128b 128b 128b 256b 256b 512b 

Table 1:  SIMD Instruction Evolution 

 MMX: 8x 64-bit registers (MM0 … MM7) 

 SSE: 8x 128-bit registers (XMM0 … XMM7) ,4x Single Precision FP per XMM 
register 

 SSE2: wider integer vector width, 128b; double precision FP per XMM register 

 SSE3: Incremental instructions over SSE2 

 SSE4 (4.1 and 4.2): 16x 128 bit register (XMM0-XMM15), and new instructions 
( 47 + 7 new instructions) 

 AVX: 256 bit wide SIMD for float computing, and 16x256 bit wide (ymm0-
ymm16)   

 AVX2: 256 bit SIMD for integer computing, and new instructions for 
FMA(Fused Multiply Add), gather instructions, and extended instructions 

 AVX-512: 512-bit SIMD instructions for integer and floating computing, up to 2 
512-bit FMAs 
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The micro-arch level performance tuning, especially for the SIMD vectorization can boost 

the performance significantly, and have been widely adopted in the media cloud domain. 

 

4. Enable AVX-512 Technology for Media Cloud 

Applications 
     

 

4.1 Traditional Video Processing Application 

Offline Video transcoding application is typical CPU and memory intensive workload, 

whose most matrix operations and codes can be optimized by SIMD technology. As I 

talked in the paper [14], some functions can’t be optimized by the compiler automatically, 

and there’s also no similar high performance API which can be adopted directly, we need 

to analyze the code and rewrite them with SIMD instructions manually according to the 

programmer guide and related documents. If the scalar code can be rewritten with SIMD 

fully, even with the assembly tuning, a significant performance boost can be expected.  

 

Take the following traditional H.264 video transcoding application for example, as shown 

in the figure 3, most of the hot functions have been optimized by SIMD (SSE/AVX2) 

instructions, however, there’s no AVX-512 enabled so far. In what follows, we will focus 

on the third hottest function, called SATD (Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences).  

 
Figure 3. Traditional H.264 video transcoding application profiling at SKL platform 
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As shown in figure 4, we locate the source code of SATD by utilizing VTune view 

source.  

 

Figure 4. View Source in x264              

Now, we first take the basic 8*4 block computing function as an example here to 

demonstrate how to enable SIMD instructions at the Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform. We 

then further show how to apply the AVX512 intrinsic in an 8*16 block optimization.  

 

 
Figure 5. An illustration of 8*4 block computing and its SIMD optimization  

 

To make the function x264_pixel_satd_8x4 easier to understand, we plot its graphic model 

in figure 4. We can see that two Hadamard transforms, first by row then by column, are 

required in an 8*4 block SATD calculation. Besides, we have noted that the Hadamard 

transform has 4 inputs, and thus we need to store the data in 4 separate SIMD units for 

parallel computing. For example, as depicted in the following code, we load each 128-bit 

data (i.e., 8 * 16-bit integers in each black box) into a __m128i, and forms totally 4 * 

__m128i, as the input of the first Hadamard transform. Moreover, matrix transport is also 

necessary to facilitate the second Hadamard transform by column. The original source code 

and the corresponding SSE code are given below.    

Code example for 8*4 block computing 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdint.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include "smmintrin.h" 
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#include "immintrin.h" 

#include <linux/types.h>  

 

typedef uint8_t  pixel; 

typedef uint16_t sum_t; 

typedef uint32_t sum2_t; 

#define BITS_PER_SUM (8 * sizeof(sum_t)) 

 

/********* original block computing serial scalar computing ************/ 

#define HADAMARD4(d0, d1, d2, d3, s0, s1, s2, s3) {\ 

    sum2_t t0 = s0 + s1;\ 

    sum2_t t1 = s0 - s1;\ 

    sum2_t t2 = s2 + s3;\ 

    sum2_t t3 = s2 - s3;\ 

    d0 = t0 + t2;\ 

    d2 = t0 - t2;\ 

    d1 = t1 + t3;\ 

    d3 = t1 - t3;\ 

} 

 

// in: a pseudo-simd number of the form x+(y<<16) 

// return: abs(x)+(abs(y)<<16) 

static ALWAYS_INLINE sum2_t abs2( sum2_t a ) 

{ 

    sum2_t s = ((a>>(BITS_PER_SUM-

1))&(((sum2_t)1<<BITS_PER_SUM)+1))*((sum_t)-1); 

    return (a+s)^s; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************

* 

 * pixel_satd_WxH: sum of 4x4 Hadamard transformed differences 

 

****************************************************************************

/ 

 

static NOINLINE int x264_pixel_satd_8x4( pixel *pix1, intptr_t i_pix1, pixel 

*pix2, intptr_t i_pix2 ) 

{ 

    sum2_t tmp[4][4]; 

    sum2_t a0, a1, a2, a3; 

    sum2_t sum = 0; 

    for( int i = 0; i < 4; i++, pix1 += i_pix1, pix2 += i_pix2 ) 

    { 

        a0 = (pix1[0] - pix2[0]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[4] - pix2[4]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a1 = (pix1[1] - pix2[1]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[5] - pix2[5]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a2 = (pix1[2] - pix2[2]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[6] - pix2[6]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a3 = (pix1[3] - pix2[3]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[7] - pix2[7]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        HADAMARD4( tmp[i][0], tmp[i][1], tmp[i][2], tmp[i][3], a0,a1,a2,a3 ); 

    } 

    for( int i = 0; i < 4; i++ ) 

    { 

        HADAMARD4( a0, a1, a2, a3, tmp[0][i], tmp[1][i], tmp[2][i], 

tmp[3][i] ); 

        sum += abs2(a0) + abs2(a1) + abs2(a2) + abs2(a3); 

    } 

    return (((sum_t)sum) + (sum>>BITS_PER_SUM)) >> 1; 

} 
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/********* SSE block computing SIMD computing ************/ 

inline int x264_pixel_satd_sse_8x4( pixel *pix1, intptr_t i_pix1, pixel 

*pix2, intptr_t i_pix2 ) 

{ 

    sum2_t a0, a1, a2, a3; 

    sum2_t sum = 0; 

    sum2_t row0[4]; 

    sum2_t row1[4]; 

    sum2_t row2[4]; 

    sum2_t row3[4]; 

    //1st matrix transport for parallel 

    for( int i = 0; i < 4; i++, pix1 += i_pix1, pix2 += i_pix2 ) 

    { 

        a0 = (pix1[0] - pix2[0]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[4] - pix2[4]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a1 = (pix1[1] - pix2[1]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[5] - pix2[5]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a2 = (pix1[2] - pix2[2]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[6] - pix2[6]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a3 = (pix1[3] - pix2[3]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[7] - pix2[7]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        row0[i] = a0; 

        row1[i] = a1; 

        row2[i] = a2; 

        row3[i] = a3; 

    } 

    __m128i s0 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) row0); 

    __m128i s1 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) row1); 

    __m128i s2 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) row2); 

    __m128i s3 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) row3); 

    //1st HADAMARD in SEE version 

    __m128i t0 = _mm_add_epi32(s0, s1); 

    __m128i t1 = _mm_sub_epi32(s0, s1); 

    __m128i t2 = _mm_add_epi32(s2, s3); 

    __m128i t3 = _mm_sub_epi32(s2, s3); 

 

    __m128i d0 = _mm_add_epi32(t0, t2); 

    __m128i d2 = _mm_sub_epi32(t0, t2); 

    __m128i d1 = _mm_add_epi32(t1, t3); 

    __m128i d3 = _mm_sub_epi32(t1, t3); 

 

    _mm_storeu_si128((__m128i *)row0, d0); 

    _mm_storeu_si128((__m128i *)row1, d1); 

    _mm_storeu_si128((__m128i *)row2, d2); 

    _mm_storeu_si128((__m128i *)row3, d3); 

 

    //2nd matrix transport to col 

    sum2_t col0[4]; 

    sum2_t col1[4]; 

    sum2_t col2[4]; 

    sum2_t col3[4]; 

    col0[0] = row0[0]; col0[1] = row1[0]; col0[2] = row2[0]; col0[3] = 

row3[0]; 

    col1[0] = row0[1]; col1[1] = row1[1]; col1[2] = row2[1]; col1[3] = 

row3[1]; 

    col2[0] = row0[2]; col2[1] = row1[2]; col2[2] = row2[2]; col2[3] = 

row3[2]; 

    col3[0] = row0[3]; col3[1] = row1[3]; col3[2] = row2[3]; col3[3] = 

row3[3]; 

 

    //2nd HADAMARD in SEE version 

    s0 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) col0); 

    s1 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) col1); 
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    s2 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) col2); 

    s3 = _mm_loadu_si128((__m128i *) col3); 

    t0 = _mm_add_epi32(s0, s1); 

    t1 = _mm_sub_epi32(s0, s1); 

    t2 = _mm_add_epi32(s2, s3); 

    t3 = _mm_sub_epi32(s2, s3); 

 

    d0 = _mm_add_epi32(t0, t2); 

    d2 = _mm_sub_epi32(t0, t2); 

    d1 = _mm_add_epi32(t1, t3); 

    d3 = _mm_sub_epi32(t1, t3); 

 

    sum2_t *p0 = (sum2_t *)(&d0); 

    sum2_t *p1 = (sum2_t *)(&d1); 

    sum2_t *p2 = (sum2_t *)(&d2); 

    sum2_t *p3 = (sum2_t *)(&d3); 

    for(int i = 0;i < 4;++i) 

    { 

        sum += abs2(p0[i]) + abs2(p1[i]) + abs2(p2[i]) + abs2(p3[i]); 

    } 

    return (((sum_t)sum) + (sum>>BITS_PER_SUM)) >> 1; 

} 

 

In a similar way to x264_pixel_satd_8x4, 8*8 and 8*16 cases can be optimized in AVX2 

and AVX512, respectively. In particular, we just need to load the original matrix into 

4*__m256i and 4*__m512i. The sample code for 8*16 block computing using the 

AVX512 instinct is given below, where the original serial scalar computing is implemented 

via 4*x264_pixel_satd_8x4. 

Code example for 8*16 block computing 
/********* AVX512 block computing SIMD computing ************/ 

inline int x264_pixel_satd_avx512_8x16( pixel *pix1, intptr_t i_pix1, pixel 

*pix2, intptr_t i_pix2 ) 

{ 

    sum2_t a0, a1, a2, a3; 

    sum2_t sum = 0; 

    sum2_t row0[16]; 

    sum2_t row1[16]; 

    sum2_t row2[16]; 

    sum2_t row3[16]; 

 

    //1st matrix transport for parallel 

    for( int i = 0; i < 16; i++, pix1 += i_pix1, pix2 += i_pix2 ) 

    { 

        a0 = (pix1[0] - pix2[0]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[4] - pix2[4]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a1 = (pix1[1] - pix2[1]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[5] - pix2[5]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a2 = (pix1[2] - pix2[2]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[6] - pix2[6]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        a3 = (pix1[3] - pix2[3]) + ((sum2_t)(pix1[7] - pix2[7]) << 

BITS_PER_SUM); 

        row0[i] = a0; 

        row1[i] = a1; 

        row2[i] = a2; 

        row3[i] = a3; 

    } 

    __m512i s0 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) row0); 

    __m512i s1 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) row1); 

    __m512i s2 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) row2); 

__m512i s3 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) row3); 
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    //1st HADAMARD in AVX512 version 

    __m512i t0 = _mm512_add_epi32(s0, s1); 

    __m512i t1 = _mm512_sub_epi32(s0, s1); 

    __m512i t2 = _mm512_add_epi32(s2, s3); 

    __m512i t3 = _mm512_sub_epi32(s2, s3); 

 

    __m512i d0 = _mm512_add_epi32(t0, t2); 

    __m512i d2 = _mm512_sub_epi32(t0, t2); 

    __m512i d1 = _mm512_add_epi32(t1, t3); 

    __m512i d3 = _mm512_sub_epi32(t1, t3); 

 

    _mm512_storeu_si512((__m512i *) row0, d0); 

    _mm512_storeu_si512((__m512i *) row1, d1); 

    _mm512_storeu_si512((__m512i *) row2, d2); 

    _mm512_storeu_si512((__m512i *) row3, d3); 

 

    //2nd matrix transport to col, pay attention to split 

    sum2_t col0[16]; 

    sum2_t col1[16]; 

    sum2_t col2[16]; 

    sum2_t col3[16]; 

    col0[0] = row0[0]; col0[1] = row1[0]; col0[2] = row2[0]; col0[3] = 

row3[0]; 

    col0[4] = row0[4]; col0[5] = row1[4]; col0[6] = row2[4]; col0[7] = 

row3[4]; 

    col0[8] = row0[8]; col0[9] = row1[8]; col0[10] = row2[8]; col0[11] = 

row3[8]; 

    col0[12] = row0[12]; col0[13] = row1[12]; col0[14] = row2[12]; col0[15] = 

row3[12]; 

 

    col1[0] = row0[1]; col1[1] = row1[1]; col1[2] = row2[1]; col1[3] = 

row3[1]; 

    col1[4] = row0[5]; col1[5] = row1[5]; col1[6] = row2[5]; col1[7] = 

row3[5]; 

    col1[8] = row0[9]; col1[9] = row1[9]; col1[10] = row2[9]; col1[11] = 

row3[9]; 

    col1[12] = row0[13]; col1[13] = row1[13]; col1[14] = row2[13]; col1[15] = 

row3[13]; 

 

 

    col2[0] = row0[2]; col2[1] = row1[2]; col2[2] = row2[2]; col2[3] = 

row3[2]; 

    col2[4] = row0[6]; col2[5] = row1[6]; col2[6] = row2[6]; col2[7] = 

row3[6]; 

    col2[8] = row0[10]; col2[9] = row1[10]; col2[10] = row2[10]; col2[11] = 

row3[10]; 

    col2[12] = row0[14]; col2[13] = row1[14]; col2[14] = row2[14]; col2[15] = 

row3[14]; 

 

 

    col3[0] = row0[3]; col3[1] = row1[3]; col3[2] = row2[3]; col3[3] = 

row3[3]; 

    col3[4] = row0[7]; col3[5] = row1[7]; col3[6] = row2[7]; col3[7] = 

row3[7]; 

    col3[8] = row0[11]; col3[9] = row1[11]; col3[10] = row2[11]; col3[11] = 

row3[11]; 

    col3[12] = row0[15]; col3[13] = row1[15]; col3[14] = row2[15]; col3[15] = 

row3[15]; 

 

    //2nd HADAMARD in AVX512 version 

    s0 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) col0); 

    s1 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) col1); 
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    s2 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) col2); 

s3 = _mm512_loadu_si512((__m512i *) col3); 

t0 = _mm512_add_epi32(s0, s1); 

    t1 = _mm512_sub_epi32(s0, s1); 

    t2 = _mm512_add_epi32(s2, s3); 

    t3 = _mm512_sub_epi32(s2, s3); 

 

    d0 = _mm512_add_epi32(t0, t2); 

    d2 = _mm512_sub_epi32(t0, t2); 

    d1 = _mm512_add_epi32(t1, t3); 

    d3 = _mm512_sub_epi32(t1, t3); 

 

    sum2_t *p0 = (sum2_t *)(&d0); 

    sum2_t *p1 = (sum2_t *)(&d1); 

    sum2_t *p2 = (sum2_t *)(&d2); 

    sum2_t *p3 = (sum2_t *)(&d3); 

    for(int i = 0;i < 16;++i) 

    { 

        sum += abs2(p0[i]) + abs2(p1[i]) + abs2(p2[i]) + abs2(p3[i]); 

    } 

    return (((sum_t)sum) + (sum>>BITS_PER_SUM)) >> 1; 

} 

 

To test the performance of our SIMD implementations, we first generate the elements in 

two pixel matrixes using rand()% 10. For accuracy, we here need to test the functions 

separately rather than in a batch, e.g., 8*8 may use the cached 8*4 result. The 

implementation results are listed in table 2. 

 

E5-Skylake 8180@ 2.5GHz 112c 

width x 
height 

Run Time (us) 
Optimal SIMD 

Speedup 
AVX512 Performance         

Speedup 

original sse avx2 avx512 */original 
avx512/ 
original 

avx512/ 
sse 

avx512/ 
avx2 

8x4 0.1313 0.0403 0.0670 0.0641 3.2581 2.0484 0.6287 1.0452 

8x8 0.2391 0.0605 0.0843 0.0751 3.9521 3.1838 0.8056 1.1225 

8x16 0.4531 0.1557 0.1462 0.0928 4.8825 4.8825 1.6778 1.5754 

16x16 0.8859 0.2791 0.2850 0.2406 3.6820 3.6820 1.1600 1.1845 

Table 2. SSE, AVX2, and AVX512 implementation results 

 

From table 2, we can see that each optimal SIMD implementation (highlighted and red font) 

obtains 3x-5x performance speedup than its original version. In particular, in the case of 

8*4 block computing, the SSE code provides 3.26x improvement than the original version, 

and outperforms the other two SIMD implementations. The reason is that the 8*4 block 

makes full use of 128-bit registers of SSE, in contrast, both AVX2 and AVX512 waste 

some part of space. Moreover, the AVX512 code achieves the best performance in 8*16 

and 16*16 blocks computing, where the 16*16 block is the targeted function (i.e., 

x264_pixel_satd_16x16) in our initial profiling. 

 

Based on above SIMD programming model and paradigms, customer can rewrite the hot 

functions in their video applications to pursue maximum performance increase.  
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4.2 HEVC/H.265 Application 

Video coding standards have been evolved primarily through the development of the well-

known ITU-T and ISO/IEC standards. H.265/HEVC (High-Efficiency Video Coding), 

introduced in 2013, is the latest video codec standard developed by ISO / IEC and ITU-T, 

aimed to maximize compression capability and reduce data loss. HEVC/H.265 technology 

helps the media service providers providing high-quality video with less bandwidth, and 

further supporting 4k (4096×2160) and 8k (7680×4320) SHD video service.  

 

As I described in the paper [8], the computing complexity of H.265/HEVC codec is far 

more 4 times than previous H.264/MPEG, it raises unprecedented processing requirements 

to the backend server platform, and it’s proved that IA SIMD instructions can improve the 

HEVC encoding performance significantly. 

 

As shown in figure 6, SIMD (SSE/AVX2) instructions have been integrated in 

H.265/HEVC source code. However, there’s no AVX-512 enabled yet. In the following of 

this part, we shall focus on DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), including 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 

(the eighth hottest function), and 32x32 (the fourth hottest function) blocks.  

 

 
Figure 6. H.265/HEVC video transcoding application profiling at SKL platform 

 

To locate the source code of DCT, we first set “--disable asm” in x265 ccmake 

configuration, and then employ VTune view source. For example, the source code of 
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dct32 is shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 7. x.265 dct32_c View Source 

 

Now, we first show how to enable SIMD instructions in the basic 4*4 block computing at 

the Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform. We then demonstrate how to utilize AVX512 

intrinsic to further speedup computation.  

   

 
Figure 8. An illustration of 4*4 block computing in x.265 and its SIMD optimization 

 

We plot figure 8 to show the core ideas of dct4. We can see that the basic operation in 

dct4 is matrix multiplication. Thus, we can load each 128-bit data (i.e., 4 * 32-bit integers 

in each black box) into a __mm128i, on which we can perform SIMD operations, e.g., 
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_mm_mullo_epi32, _mm_add_epi32, and _mm_srai_epi32. The original source code of 

dct4 and corresponding SSE code are given below. 

Code example for 4*4 block computing 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdint.h> 

#include <unistd.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include "smmintrin.h" 

#include "immintrin.h" 

#include <linux/types.h> 

 

/*source/common/constants.cpp*/ 

const int16_t g_t4[4][4] = 

{ 

    { 64, 64, 64, 64 }, 

    { 83, 36, -36, -83 }, 

    { 64, -64, -64, 64 }, 

    { 36, -83, 83, -36 } 

}; 

 

/* build/linux/common/CMakeFiles/*/ 

const int X265_DEPTH = 8; 

 

 

/*source/common/common.h*/ 

#define ALIGN_VAR_32(T, var) T var __attribute__((aligned(32))) 

 

/********* original block computing serial scalar computing ************/ 

/*source/common/dct.cpp*/ 

/* 

   DCT * X * DCT' / 512 (>>9 (1 + 8)) 

*/ 

//dct4 original 

static void partialButterfly4(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, int shift, 

int line) 

{ 

    int j; 

    int E[2], O[2]; 

    int add = 1 << (shift - 1); 

 

    for (j = 0; j < line; j++) 

    { 

        /* E and O */ 

        E[0] = src[0] + src[3]; 

        O[0] = src[0] - src[3]; 

        E[1] = src[1] + src[2]; 

        O[1] = src[1] - src[2]; 

 

        dst[0] = (int16_t)((g_t4[0][0] * E[0] + g_t4[0][1] * E[1] + add) >> 

shift); 

        dst[2 * line] = (int16_t)((g_t4[2][0] * E[0] + g_t4[2][1] * E[1] + 

add) >> shift); 

        dst[line] = (int16_t)((g_t4[1][0] * O[0] + g_t4[1][1] * O[1] + add) >> 

shift); 

        dst[3 * line] = (int16_t)((g_t4[3][0] * O[0] + g_t4[3][1] * O[1] + 

add) >> shift); 

 

        src += 4; 

        dst++; 

    } 

} 
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static void dct4_c(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, intptr_t srcStride) 

{ 

    const int shift_1st = 1 + X265_DEPTH - 8; 

    const int shift_2nd = 8; 

 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, coef[4 * 4]); 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, block[4 * 4]); 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 

    { 

        memcpy(&block[i * 4], &src[i * srcStride], 4 * sizeof(int16_t)); 

    } 

 

    partialButterfly4(block, coef, shift_1st, 4); 

    partialButterfly4(coef, dst, shift_2nd, 4); 

} 

 

/********* SSE block computing SIMD computing ************/ 

//dct4 sse 

__m128i S4B0, S4B1; 

static void partialButterfly4_sse(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, int 

shift, int line) 

{ 

    int j; 

    int E[2], O[2]; 

    int add = 1 << (shift - 1); 

 

    __m128i A0, A1, C0, C1, D; 

    /* 

    B0 = _mm_set_epi32(g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0]); 

    B1 = _mm_set_epi32(g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1]); 

    */ 

 

    __m128i constadd; 

    constadd = _mm_set1_epi32(add); 

 

    for (j = 0; j < line; j++) 

    { 

        /* E and O */ 

        E[0] = src[0] + src[3]; 

        O[0] = src[0] - src[3]; 

        E[1] = src[1] + src[2]; 

        O[1] = src[1] - src[2]; 

 

        A0 = _mm_set_epi32(O[0], E[0], O[0], E[0]); 

        A1 = _mm_set_epi32(O[1], E[1], O[1], E[1]); 

 

        C0 = _mm_mullo_epi32(A0, S4B0); 

        C1 = _mm_mullo_epi32(A1, S4B1); 

 

        D = _mm_add_epi32(C0, C1); 

        D = _mm_add_epi32(D, constadd); 

        D = _mm_srai_epi32(D, shift); 

 

        int *col = (int *)(&D); 

        dst[0] = (int16_t)(col[0]); 

        dst[line] = (int16_t)(col[1]); 

        dst[2 * line] = (int16_t)(col[2]); 

        dst[3 * line] = (int16_t)(col[3]); 

 

        src += 4; 

        dst++; 
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    } 

} 

 

static void dct4_c_sse(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, intptr_t srcStride) 

{ 

    const int shift_1st = 1 + X265_DEPTH - 8; 

    const int shift_2nd = 8; 

 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, coef[4 * 4]); 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, block[4 * 4]); 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 

    { 

        memcpy(&block[i * 4], &src[i * srcStride], 4 * sizeof(int16_t)); 

    } 

 

    partialButterfly4_sse(block, coef, shift_1st, 4); 

    partialButterfly4_sse(coef, dst, shift_2nd, 4); 

} 

 

Different from the optimization way of SATD in x264, AVX2 and AVX512 can further 

speedup dct4 by reducing the number of loops. In particular, AVX2 cuts downs 4x loops 

to 2x, and load each 2*8*32 bits = 256 bits data into __m256i, while AVX512 can further 

reduce to 1x, and load each 4*8*32 bits = 512 bits data into __m512i. The sample code 

for 4*4 block computing using the AVX2 and the AVX512 instincts is give below.  

Code example for 4*4 block computing in AVX2 and AVX512 
/********* AVX2 block computing SIMD computing ************/ 

//dct4 avx2 

__m256i A4B0, A4B1; 

static void partialButterfly4_avx2(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, int 

shift, int line) 

{ 

    int j; 

    int add = 1 << (shift - 1); 

 

    __m256i A0, A1, C0, C1, D, constadd; 

 

    /* 

    B0 = _mm256_set_epi32(g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], 

g_t4[0][0],g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0]); 

    B1 = _mm256_set_epi32(g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], 

g_t4[0][1],g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1]); 

    */ 

    constadd = _mm256_set1_epi32(add); 

 

    /* E and O */ 

    A0 = _mm256_set_epi32(src[4] - src[7], src[4] + src[7], src[4] - src[7], 

src[4] + src[7], src[0] - src[3], src[0] + src[3], src[0] - src[3], src[0] + 

src[3]); 

    A1 = _mm256_set_epi32(src[5] - src[6], src[5] + src[6], src[5] - src[6], 

src[5] + src[6], src[1] - src[2], src[1] + src[2], src[1] - src[2], src[1] + 

src[2]); 

 

    C0 = _mm256_mullo_epi32(A0, A4B0); 

    C1 = _mm256_mullo_epi32(A1, A4B1); 

 

    D = _mm256_add_epi32(C0, C1); 

    D = _mm256_add_epi32(D, constadd); 

    D = _mm256_srai_epi32(D, shift); 
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    int *col = (int *)(&D); 

    for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) 

    { 

        dst[0] = (int16_t)(col[4 *j]); 

        dst[line] = (int16_t)(col[4 *j + 1]); 

        dst[2 * line] = (int16_t)(col[4 *j + 2]); 

        dst[3 * line] = (int16_t)(col[4 *j + 3]); 

 

        dst++; 

    } 

 

    /* E and O */ 

    A0 = _mm256_set_epi32(src[12] - src[15], src[12] + src[15], src[12] - 

src[15], src[12] + src[15], src[8] - src[11], src[8] + src[11], src[8] - 

src[11], src[8] + src[11]); 

    A1 = _mm256_set_epi32(src[13] - src[14], src[13] + src[14], src[13] - 

src[14], src[13] + src[14], src[9] - src[10], src[9] + src[10], src[9] - 

src[10], src[9] + src[10]); 

 

 

    C0 = _mm256_mullo_epi32(A0, A4B0); 

    C1 = _mm256_mullo_epi32(A1, A4B1); 

 

    D = _mm256_add_epi32(C0, C1); 

    D = _mm256_add_epi32(D, constadd); 

    D = _mm256_srai_epi32(D, shift); 

 

    col = (int *)(&D); 

    for (j = 0; j < 2; j++) 

    { 

        dst[0] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j]); 

        dst[line] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 1]); 

        dst[2 * line] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 2]); 

        dst[3 * line] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 3]); 

 

        dst++; 

    } 

} 

 

static void dct4_c_avx2(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, intptr_t 

srcStride) 

{ 

    const int shift_1st = 1 + X265_DEPTH - 8; 

    const int shift_2nd = 8; 

 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, coef[4 * 4]); 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, block[4 * 4]); 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 

    { 

        memcpy(&block[i * 4], &src[i * srcStride], 4 * sizeof(int16_t)); 

    } 

 

    partialButterfly4_avx2(block, coef, shift_1st, 4); 

    partialButterfly4_avx2(coef, dst, shift_2nd, 4); 

} 

 

 

/********* AVX512 block computing SIMD computing ************/ 

//dct4 avx512 

__m512i V4B0, V4B1; 

static void partialButterfly4_avx512(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, int 

shift, int line) 
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{ 

    int add = 1 << (shift - 1); 

 

    __m512i A0, A1, C0, C1, D, constadd; 

 

    /* 

    B0 = _mm512_set_epi32(g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0], 

g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0], g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], 

g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0],g_t4[3][0], g_t4[2][0], g_t4[1][0], g_t4[0][0]); 

    B1 = _mm512_set_epi32(g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1], 

g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1], g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], 

g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1],g_t4[3][1], g_t4[2][1], g_t4[1][1], g_t4[0][1]); 

    */ 

 

    constadd = _mm512_set1_epi32(add); 

 

    /* E and O */ 

    A0 = _mm512_set_epi32(src[12] - src[15], src[12] + src[15], src[12] - 

src[15], src[12] + src[15], src[8] - src[11], src[8] + src[11], src[8] - 

src[11], src[8] + src[11], src[4] - src[7], src[4] + src[7], src[4] - 

src[7], src[4] + src[7], src[0] - src[3], src[0] + src[3], src[0] - src[3], 

src[0] + src[3]); 

    A1 = _mm512_set_epi32(src[13] - src[14], src[13] + src[14], src[13] - 

src[14], src[13] + src[14], src[9] - src[10], src[9] + src[10], src[9] - 

src[10], src[9] + src[10], src[5] - src[6], src[5] + src[6], src[5] - 

src[6], src[5] + src[6], src[1] - src[2], src[1] + src[2], src[1] - src[2], 

src[1] + src[2]); 

 

    C0 = _mm512_mullo_epi32(A0, V4B0); 

    C1 = _mm512_mullo_epi32(A1, V4B1); 

 

    D = _mm512_add_epi32(C0, C1); 

    D = _mm512_add_epi32(D, constadd); 

    D = _mm512_srai_epi32(D, shift); 

 

    //int *col = (int *)(&D); 

    int col[16]; 

    _mm512_storeu_si512((__m512i *) col, D); 

    for (int j = 0; j < line; j++) 

    { 

        dst[j] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j]); 

        dst[4 + j] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 1]); 

        dst[8 + j] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 2]); 

        dst[12 + j] = (int16_t)(col[4 * j + 3]); 

    } 

} 

 

static void dct4_c_avx512(const int16_t* src, int16_t* dst, intptr_t 

srcStride) 

{ 

    const int shift_1st = 1 + X265_DEPTH - 8; 

    const int shift_2nd = 8; 

 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, coef[4 * 4]); 

    ALIGN_VAR_32(int16_t, block[4 * 4]); 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 

    { 

        memcpy(&block[i * 4], &src[i * srcStride], 4 * sizeof(int16_t)); 

    } 

 

    partialButterfly4_avx512(block, coef, shift_1st, 4); 

    partialButterfly4_avx512(coef, dst, shift_2nd, 4); 
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} 

 

8x8, 16x16, and 32x32 block computing can be optimized in a similar way to the 4x4 

case above, where SSE first speedup the matrix multiplication within the loop, and AVX2 

and AVX512 can further speedup by reducing the number of loops.    

 

To test the performance of our dct SIMD implementations, we generate the elements in 

the source matrix using rand()%40 – rand()%40. The testing results are listed in table 3. 

E5-8180 v5 @ 2.5GHz 112c 

width x 
height 

Run Time (us) 

Optimal SIMD 
Speedup 

AVX512 Performance         
Speedup 

original sse avx2 avx512 */original 
avx512/ 
original 

avx512/ 
sse 

avx512/ 
avx2 

4x4 0.0887 0.0753 0.0743 0.0614 1.4446 1.4446 1.2264 1.2101 

8x8 0.4239 0.2887 0.2929 0.2487 1.7045 1.7045 1.1608 1.1777 

16x16 1.8384 1.2811 1.6524 1.3241 1.4350 1.3884 0.9675 1.2479 

32x32 10.1900 7.8169 7.7616 7.4056 1.3760 1.3760 1.0555 1.0481 

Table 3. SSE, AVX2, and AVX512 DCT implementation results 

 

From table 3, observe that for 4x4/8x8/32x32/ data sets, AVX512 code is the most efficient 

choice, providing 44.46%, 70.45%, and 37.60% performance speedup vs. the original code, 

respectively. In theory, AVX512 should be the most efficient choice for all cases, including 

dct4, dct8, dct16, and dct32. However, the initialization operation, i.e., _mm512_set_epi32, 

is comparatively time-consuming, and may leave out some advantages. For example, in 

dct16, SSE can use const initialization (i.e., _mm_set1_epi32), and achieves the best 

performance, which speeds up 43.50% than the original code. Thus in the video processing 

performance tuning, we should consider the characteristics of data structure and the 

efficiency of vectorization comprehensively to decide adopting which kind of the SIMD 

instructions. 

4.3 Image Processing Application 

As I illustrated in the previous image processing white paper[17], to maximize IA 

platform’s capabilities and facilitate customer to utilize and deploy advanced IA 

technologies, Intel developed full set of high performance libraries, for all IA based client 

and server platforms and various of domains, such as system profiling, compiler[4], math 

kernel libs, cluster analysis, graphics SDK, and multithreading programming tools. IPP 

(Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives) [5] exploits the best thread-level parallelism and 

Intel architecture instruction set implementation for following applications and algorithms: 

1) Image, video and audio processing 

2) Data communication 

3) Data compression and encryption 

4) Signal processing, etc. 
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GraphicsMagick [16] is a popular library for image processing, which has been widely 

adopted in many cloud processing applications. IPP2018[5] implements new patches with 

Intel IPP inject functions from the IPP library to C Magick APIs of GraphicsMagick to 

boost performance with minimal user efforts, providing the optimization for the functions: 

resizeImage, scaleImage, GaussianBlurImage, flipImage, and flopImage. Here we take the 

image/frame zooming/scaling application as the example to evaluate the IA SIMD 

technology performance, especially the AVX-512 instruction contribution at the Intel® 

Xeon® Skylake platform.  

 

 
Figure 9. Image Scaling Performance with SIMD at Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform 

 

Figure 9 is the result of using IPP scaling API to optimize the original GraphicsMagick 

function. Since the IA SIMD/AVX instructions have been utilized and implemented well 

in IPP library, 4+x performance speedup has been accomplished for those five standard 

images, and AVX-512 got more 20+% performance improvement further than AVX2. 

 

4.4 Media Data Deep Learning Application 

Media files contain lots of information indeed, like the time and location, the people and 

their behavior, and even the clothes they wear. As shown in the following figure, Data 

mining and machine learning can be conducted based on those kind of information, extract 

the useful information, make some dedicated analyze and draw the necessary conclusion, 

such as help finding the suspects or losing people, analyze the relationship between the 

videos, and promote more business models based on people’s favorite. The big potential 

profits in content-based video business promotion and advertisements motivated media 

cloud customers to put more resources on video analysis and further data mining 

applications.  
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Figure 10. Deep Learning in Media Cloud Applications 

Deep learning technology is one of the most rapidly growing area at the cloud data center 

and has been a new and major driven of the server market. Many media cloud service 

providers have been more in-depth in this area. For the high dimensional and high parallel 

media processing, extracting the dedicated content and analyzing the media data will 

consume lots of computing resource, and IA SIMD vectorization instructions can greatly 

improve the data throughput and execution efficiency. 

Intel develop a set of high performance libraries to optimize the performance of deep 

learning application. Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) speeds math processing 

functions for machine learning, scientific, engineering financial and design applications, 

such as the dense and sparse linear algebra (BLAS, LAPACK, PARDISO), FFTs, vector 

math, summary statistics, deep neural networks and more. These traditional deep learning 

functions have been highly optimized by threaded and SIMD vectorization to maximize 

processor performance.  

 

We take caffe scoring and training applications for examples, as shown in the following 

figures, Intel® AVX2/AVX-512 instructions provide 2-9x performance speedup for scoring 

process and 2-4x speedup for training process, and AVX-512 instructions have 10-40% 

improvement than AVX2 at Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform. 
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Figure 11.  SIMD performance for Caffe Scoring Applications 
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Figure 12.  SIMD performance for Caffe Training Applications 

 

5. Summary 
 

Media cloud applications are getting more and more popular and being the important part 

in the traditional CSP datacenter as well as the mobile internet industry. For these data and 

computing intensive workloads, IA platforms build excellent ecosystem for the video, 

image, audio and further deep learning processing applications. This paper I elaborate the 

new AVX-512 technology and instructions at the Intel® Xeon® Skylake platform and the 

methodology of utilizing it to optimize the media cloud applications. As the new business 

and usage modules emerging constantly, and IA platform upgrading stably, more and more 

media applications will get benefit from high performance and high reliability of IA 

technologies definitely.  
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